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Outline

Pattern formation in physics: magnetic patterns as an example

Self-induced glassiness and beyond: the role of  frustration

Experimental realization: elemental Nd

Frustrated magnets in the limit of  infinite dimension

Complexity of  quantum frustrated systems: sign structure of  the
ground-state wave function



Complexity (“patterns”) in inorganic world

Stripe domains in ferromagnetic thin
films

Stripes on a beach in tide zone

Do we understand this? No, or, at least, not completely

Microstructures in metals
and alloys

Pearlitic
structure
in rail steel
(Sci Rep 9,
7454 (2019))



Magnetic patterns
Example: strip domains in thin ferromagnetic films



Magnetic patterns II

Competition of  exchange interactions (want homogeneous
ferromagnetic state) and magnetic dipole-dipole interations

(want total magnetization equal to zero)



Magnetic patterns III

Classical Monte Carlo simulations

We know the Hamiltonian and it is not very complicated

How to describe patterns and how to explain patterns?



Competing interactions and self-induced spin 
glasses

Special class of  patterns: “chaotic” patterns

Hypothesis: a system wants to be 
modulated but cannot decide in which

direction



Self-induced spin glasses II

Development of  idea of  stripe glass, J. Schmalian and P. G. Wolynes, PRL 2000

Glass: a system with an energy landscape characterizing by 
infinitely many local minima, with a broad distribution of  barriers,
relaxation at “any”  time scale and aging (at thermal cycling you

never go back to exactly the same state) 
Picture from P. Charbonneau et al,

Intermediate state between
equilibrium and non-equilibrium,

opportunity for history and 
memory (“stamp collection”)



Self-induced spin glasses III
One of  the ways to describe: R. Monasson, PRL 75, 2847 (1995)

The second term describes attraction of  our physical field 
to some external field 

If  the system an be glued, with infinitely small interaction g , to macroscopically
large number of  configurations it should be considered as a glass

Then we calculate and see whether the limits 

and are different

If  yes, this is self-induced glass
No disorder is needed (contrary to

traditional view on spin glasses)



Self-induced spin glasses IV

Self-consistent screening approximation for spin propagators 



Self-induced spin glasses V

Phase diagram

q-dependence of  normal
and anomalous (“glassy”,  non-

ergodic spin-spin correlators

Maximum at



Self-induced spin glasses VI

Maximal simplification
(Brazovskii model)

Spin-glass state exists!



Experimental observation of  self-induced spin 
glass state: elemental Nd 

Spin-polarized STM experiment, Radboud University



Magnetic structure: no long-range 
order
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T: 1.3K
B: 0TCr bulk tip

✔Short-range non-
collinear order
✖Long-range order
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Order from disorder

Glassy state at low T
and long-range order

at T increase

T=5K (a,c): spin glass
T=11K(b,d): (noncollinear) AFM



Glassiness without disorder?

Giorgio Parisi, Nobel Prize in physics 2021
"for the discovery of  the interplay of  disorder 

and fluctuations in physical systems from atomic 
to planetary scales."

Actually, disorder may be not needed, frustrations are enough
(self-induced spin glass state in Nd)

Can we have something more or less exactly solvable?! – Yes!

arXiv:2311.09124
Frustrated magnets in the limit of  infinite dimensions: dynamics and disorder-free 

glass transition 
Authors: Achille Mauri, Mikhail I. Katsnelson

The prototype theory: dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) for strongly
correlated systems (Metzner, Vollhardt, Georges, Kotliar and others)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2311.09124
https://arxiv.org/search/?searchtype=author&query=Mauri%2C+A
https://arxiv.org/search/?searchtype=author&query=Katsnelson%2C+M+I


Glassiness in infinite dimensions

Frustrations are necessary

The limit of  large dimensionality d e.g.

means

The simplest frustrated model: 

Mean-field ordering temperature tends to zero at in this model



Glassiness in infinite dimensions II
Cavity construction and mapping on effective single impurity

Purely dissipative Langevin dynamics

Exactly mapped to a single-impurity dynamics with nonlocal in time “memory function”

Edwards-Anderson criterion of  glassiness (local spin-spin correlation function tends
to nonzero value in the limit of  infinite time difference)



Glassiness in infinite dimensions III

nonzero below the glass transition temperature 

First-order transition

Glassiness without disorder is 
theoretically possible!

Isotropic model



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case

How to find true ground state of  the quantum system?

In general, a very complicated problem (difficult to solve even for 
quantum computer!)

Idea: use of  variational approach and train neural network to find
“the best”  trial function (G. Carleo and M. Troyer, Science 355, 602 (2017))

Generalization problem: to train NN for relatively small basis (K
much smaller than total dim. of  quantum space) and find good

approximation to the true ground state



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case II
Quantum S=1/2 Hamiltonian

NN and NNN interactions

24 spins, dimensionality of  Hilbert space 

Still possible to calculate ground state exactly
Training for K = 0.01 d (small trial set)



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case III



Frustrations and complexity: Quantum case IV

It is sign structure
which is difficult to
learn in frustrated 

case!!!

Relation to sign
problem in QMC?!

"Somehow it seems to fill my head with ideas - only I don't exactly know 
what they are!” (Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There)



Mapping onto Ising model

Communications Physics volume 6, Article number: 275 (2023)

Many-body quantum sign structures as non-glassy Ising models
Tom Westerhout, Mikhail I. Katsnelson, Andrey A. Bagrov

The idea: use machine learning to find amplitudes and then 
map onto efficient Ising model

Energy estimate

Mapping onto the Ising model with very large spatial dimensionality D

https://www.nature.com/commsphys


Mapping onto Ising model II

Dimensionality is huge but if  the energy landscape is not glassy, optimization is
possible (polynomial growth with D, for specific algorithm used in the paper DlogD)



Mapping onto Ising model III
Fortunately, quantum frustrated model is mapped onto non-frustrated Ising model!!!

Relatively small fraction of large effective Ising couplings



Mapping onto Ising model IV

What happens if
amplitudes are known not very
accurately? It turns out that the

method is quite robust!

Robustness of  the calculated spin
structure with inaccurate amplitudes



To summarize
- Frustrated systems without disorder can demonstrate glass-like behavior
- Elemental Nd seems to be ideal playground to study these states
- Theoretically confirmed in the limit of  large spatial dimensionality
- Quantum frustrated systems are more complicated than nonfrustrated
- Complexity is in the sign structure of  the ground-state wave function
- Nevertheless, frustrated quantum systems can be mapped onto
nonfrustrated Ising model for optimization of  sign structure

Beyond the talk:

- Fermionic sign problem in quantum Monte Carlo?
- Biological implementations?!



Analogies with biological evolution
Can the change of  environment switches fitness landscape

from  a few well-defined peaks to a glassy-like with many directions of
possible evolution?

Cambrian Explosion as an analog of  magnetic phase transitions
in neodymium?! 

Well… for me (as a physicist) it is a good place to stop

THANK YOU
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